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Dear All, 
 
Many thanks to you for this incredible Il-18 tour. Special thanks to Alexander, Daniel, Michael and 
Steve. I am looking forward for such meetings in future :) 
 
I also hope to see more videos and pictures from this tour, it would be great! You can see my video 
here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7M_wrHdNaw 
 
Best regards, 
Maria Karmanova 
Hello All 
 
I have just got back to sunny Perth this morning - and last weekend now seems like a dream.  I 
add my sincere thanks to Daniel, Michael and Alex - and I am now looking forward to that An-12 
flight to the Congo! 
 
best wishes to all, John Chapman 
 
Hello Maria 
 
It was very interesting to meet you and I wish you the best of luck with your Tu-104 restoration. 
Perhaps you would care to share some photos with us all. 
 
Incidentally I made an erroneous statement to some people on the trip - the one at the Kiev 
museum was NOT the aircraft which bought Bulgarnin and Krushchev (note the order of 
importance attributed in the British media at the time!)  to London on the 22nd March 1956 - which 
I saw at the time - that was CCCP-L5400 - but I did see it in London in the 1957/58 period and no 
doubt it travelled in the west a lot during that period. 
 
best wishes John Chapman 

Hi Guys! 

Exactly one week ago we were all sipping Cognac at Marculesti!!! � By any chance, can someone 
please send me the group photo we take in front of our IL18 at Chisinau last Sunday? 

Thanks & Regards, 

Etienne 

(Malta) 
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Thanks Daniel & All. � Well, so you can put me on your waiting list please for that DVD out on 
SEP’11… As regards the exciting trips to come, of course I can spread the word through all my 
contacts but it would be nice & eventually, it would help more to be more specific on the date/s…. 

Will keep in touch! 

Best Regards, 

Etienne 

Dear Daniel, 

Good Morning. So, I’m back at my Office after the marvellous trip we had altogether in Moldova. 
The IL18 flights were fantastic and I will treasure these memories for the rest of my life. Let me, of 
course, thank You, Michael & Steve for all the organization and effort done to make this dream 
come true for me. I have only one small request for you Daniel, I heard that you took some 4 hours 
of video footage during the Trip… when you Edit this Film, can I please buy a copy of the DVD 
from you? I took some videos myself as well but my Camera is small and the result is not so 
exciting. Please let me know by return. Thanks again & Good Day!!! 

Best Regards, 

Etienne 

Well done Daniel, 
 
Thank you so much to you, Steve and Michael (and of course Alexander, I don't think he is copied 
here, is he?) for arranging this marvellous opportunity for us all. I really never thought I'd get a flight 
in an IL-18, so to get three flights, with visits to Kiev and Marculesti as well, was a real treat. And 
what more can we say about the low flypast at Chisinau, but just to smile and remember :-) 
 
The hospitality shown to us at Marculesti was especially well received also. 
 
Looking forward to the Antonovs in 2011 .... 26, 30 and 72 for me please !!!!!!! 
Cheers 
 
Best regards, 
 
Simon Fage 
My thanks to everyone for making this IL-18 experience a reality - you delivered more than we 
could possibly have expected and  turned our time in Moldova into a real aviation extravaganza!! 
Alex-- please don't forget to send us the registrations of the 6 Kamovs in the hangar 
I look forward to joining the next trip on the An-26, An-30 and An-72 that should generate a lot of 
interest so give us plenty of warning 
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Very best regards 
  
Andy 
 
Good morning Daniel 
  
How are you doing...? 
The embedded clips look very good. 
  
It is a shame that the streaming video signal to Youtube creates 
some static noise. This is not on my tape. 
The reason I still use my old Sony HI-8 video camera is that it captures 
the propblur very good...plus the sound is good. 
I had used a Sony master tape...that is the best quality one can get from the old CCD technology. 
Hope all the other photographers and crew liked it..? 
Can I make a suggestion. 
Did you receive a group picture already..? (if so..?) 
perhaps you can put it on your site as 'thumbnail' and so when 
you have visitors, they can clik on it for a larger size...and copy for personal use.. 
What do you think. 
For now I will conentrate on my IL18 article....:-) 
greetings from sunny and cool Holland 
Michael 
 
Hello Daniel...how are you doing. 
I did see your latest newsletter. As promised here a few short video clips 
of our IL-18 flight. Did not film to much...only for about 17 minutes...then my tape was full. 
And I didn't bring along another. For me it was just good...so I had more time to enjoy and take 
pictures. 
I have written to Alex but not received an answer. For my article I am looking for some background 
info 
on Capt Vladimir Russu aviation career. 
  
PS: can you forward the links to all the other spotter of the flight and to all involved in Chisinau and 
the crew..! 
  
Thanks in advance  
Michael S.Prophet 
www.michaelprophet.com 
onboard the Tandem Aero/Grixona Ilyushin IL-18D ER-ICB for a once in a lifetime flight 
Departure from Chisinau airport 
http://www.youtube.com/user/mprophet100#p/u/0/6OSH6nwPCD0 
Cabin view plus the Ivchenko turboprop engines 
http://www.youtube.com/user/mprophet100#p/u/2/OOBK08orwWg 
Cockpit view 
http://www.youtube.com/user/mprophet100#p/u/1/Z1LF9NiX11E 
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We are onboard the Tandem Aero/Grixona Ilyushin IL-18D ER-ICB ( c/n 188010603) ex: CCCP-
74296, RA-74296 (built in 1968) for a flight from Chisinau (Moldova) to Zhuliany-Kiev (Ukraine). 
Captain Vladimir Russu and his crew did a great job. Date: 18 September 2010 
  
Cheers Michael Prophet 
Daniel, Steve, Michael 
  
Thanks guys for all your efforts, the end result I am sure you will be very pleased with, I certainly 
was. 
As we didn't venture to Balti and were off Monday morning at some unearthly hour, I didn't get the 
chance to say thank you in person. 
The link below will show you how it looked from the outside at IEV. Our Ukrainian friends have 
been posting quickly and seemed to have enjoyed the visit. 
  
http://www.spotters.net.ua/search/?q=er-icb&sort=added_desc&s=0&l=15 
  
There are two pages so far, though in due course it will probably increase. 
As for Antonov's, I look forward to the opportunity (An-72/74 and An-30 for me please) 
  
Many thanks 
Martin 
Dear Daniel, Michael and Steve, 
  
now safely back at home since Tuesday night and surviving the first "shock wave" in my job, I 
would like to thank you all for preparing this great event ! I really enjoyed the flight, the hospitality 
etc etc we experienced in Moldova. This was my first and sure also last flight onboard the IL-18, 
my most loved airplane of all times, that is why I took part in this adventure. I really admire your 
hard work you have been doing in the months before the event and I can easily imagine that 
without hundreds of hours of dedication to it this trip would never materialize. 
  
It is therefore a big shame to the One up there, that when we all gathered for such a memorable 
moment, the weather sucked to so much :-( Really, that was the only dissapointment, even more 
considering how wonderful the weather has been until Friday and how great it was again from 
Tuesday midday. Me and Etienne, we left on Tuesday midday and it just started to be sunny at that 
time. Monday was a total catastrophy, rain rain rain all day long. What a shame, the photos from 
Moldova would look much much better... 
  
Anyway, big thanks again to all of you taking part in preparations and hope to meet you again in 
the future at one of such occasions. 
  
Best regards, 
  
Peter Psenica 
Slovakia  
Hi Daniel 
thanx for the dates of the flight 
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But i have something to say .Naming the countries u forgot Italy,that's me. 
Thanx for the flight  was memorable for me 
Alberto 
 
 
Big thanks once more Daniel great stuff!!!! 
Untill the next time 
Cheers 
 
Chris Mak 
p.s would be interested in your DVD!!! 
Just to say thanks for an excellent trip, one of the better ones I have been on (and there have been 
a few!) 
Look forward to the video. Hoefully someone has got some shots of the LOW pass at KIV. 
Good luck with the planning, as Steve knows, I am up for anything Russian. 
Best regards 
Brian Scott 

Hi Daniel, 

It truly was a fantastic trip, enjoyed by all. I would definitely like a copy of the DVD when it is ready 
– put me down for it. Hope to see you again soon on a similar trip. Until then, take care. 

Best regards, 

Ian 


